Introduction
============

The Northern Ireland Incident Monitoring Study is a prospective regional audit study designed to analyse occurrence of adverse events in ICUs. The project is based on the Australian Incident Monitoring Study. The aim of the study is to foster a culture of incident reporting and analysis in the ICU using an anonymous unified system across Northern Ireland to identify patterns amenable to change.

Methods
=======

A database specifically designed for the collection of incident data anonymously in the ICU environment was developed. An incident was defined as \'an event that led to, or could have led to, patient harm if it had been allowed to proceed\'. Data from each unit were analysed, by a central coordinator, in cycles of 4--6 weeks, and a collated report for the whole region generated periodically.

Results
=======

A total of 227 incidents were reported in the first data cycle across the seven ICUs, the mean cycle duration being 36.5 days and the median unit size nine beds (range 6--25). Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the majority of events were drug related, followed by unit or patient management issues, incidents related to procedures, equipment issues and airway-related events. Patterns were identified across the units.

###### 

Breakdown of total reported incidents in Northern Ireland

  Incident     Number of reports   \% of total
  ------------ ------------------- -------------
  Drug         105                 46
  Management   48                  21
  Procedural   34                  15
  Equipment    20                  15
  Airway       20                  9

Conclusion
==========

The project demonstrated that reporting statistics were enhanced with this unified anonymous, speciality-specific system than with previously used systems. The project has established the means to benchmark data between units and to identify patterns across the region.
